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9.006, Remuneration of University Presidents and Administrative Employees

SUMMARY:

This regulation is being created to provide guidance to the universities on implementing the limitations associated with presidential and administrative employee salaries. The regulation provides a teaching faculty definition along with examples of positions that would be exempt.
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9.006 Remuneration of University Presidents and Administrative Employees

(1) A president employed by a university board of trustees may not receive more than $200,000 in remuneration from public funds. A university board of trustees (itself or through a component unit) is not prohibited from providing cash or cash-equivalent compensation from funds that are not public funds to a president in excess of the $200,000 limit.

(a) Remuneration includes salary, bonuses, and cash-equivalent compensation paid to a president by the university board of trustees for work performed, excluding health insurance and retirement benefits.

(b) Public funds are defined as funds appropriated from general revenue, state trust funds, including the student tuition and fee trust fund, educational enhancement trust fund, phosphate research trust fund or any funds from a state university trust fund regardless of repository.

(c) Cash-equivalent compensation means any benefit that may be assigned an equivalent cash value.

(2) A university administrative employee may not receive more than $200,000 in remuneration from appropriated state funds. A university board of trustees (itself or through a component unit) is not prohibited from providing cash or cash-equivalent compensation from funds that are not public funds to a university administrative employee in excess of the $200,000 limit.

(a) Remuneration includes salary, bonuses, and cash-equivalent compensation paid to a university administrative employee by the university board of trustees for work performed, excluding health insurance and retirement benefits.

(b) Appropriated state funds are defined as funds appropriated from general revenue or state trust funds, including the student tuition and fee trust fund, educational enhancement trust fund and the phosphate research trust fund.

(c) Cash-equivalent compensation means any benefit that may be assigned an equivalent cash value.

(d) University teaching faculty or medical school faculty or staff are excluded from the $200,000 limit. University teaching faculty is defined as an employee that provides direct instructional services to students or provides direct or indirect support in the instruction of students by establishing curriculum and other requirements involved in teaching students. Instructional services would also include classroom activities, research laboratories, co-curricular activities or service activities in which students participate. These employees may be on a
tenured/tenured-track line or under contract by the university in a faculty or other academic personnel or personnel support position. This would include a university’s provosts, deans, professors, lecturers, librarians, distinguished professors, eminent scholars, curators, scholars, scientists, engineers and clinicians.

Authority: Section 7(d), Art. IX, Fla. Const., History – New ________.